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Handpan Stoppers

  €45.00  

HANDPAN STOPPERS - your true helpers by playing a handpan!
=slip protection= Unique Item!

Every handpan player knows that problem: 
- Oh! My handpan is sliding and slipping off my knees! 
- When I play I always worry that my handpan will drop down! 
- I'm always afraid that my pan will fall down when I play on stage!

Now we have the solution!

Adjustable and comfortable in use handpan stoppers !

One set includes two adjustable patches for both legs. 
Materials are durable and light: leather, polyester felt, rubber. 
It has no metal or hard plastic parts, so you can be totally 
relaxed by using them with your sensitive handpan.

Keep away from wetness and direct sunlight. No wash is needed.

size =Slim= 39-54 cm

size =Large= 48-64 cm

Extra size is available on request.
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A story behind or How the handpan stoppers were born.

David Kuckhermann and Nadishana had the same problem 
when they came to Julia Surba with the request to develop 
something to fix the slipping issue. She understood theirÂ 
struggles and developed two prototype pairs for both musicians, 
which they started to use right away and were very happy 
with the result. The handpan stoppers kept the handpan on the
 place it had to be while playing. That was great not to be annoyed 
by a slipping handpan but be totally focused on music! After 
two known handpan virtuoso started to use their new handpan 
stoppers they got many questions about them, because the slipping 
problem was a headache for many handpan players. Seeing that 
Julia thought that her input into the handpan community and music
 development should be this kind of help she could provide :). 
So she started the handpan stoppers production under her 
label â€œKuzhebar Designâ€•, so everyone can get them now. 
Enjoy the music you play, skip the struggle!

Â 
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